Mitochondrial aspartate aminotransferase 27/32-410. Partially active enzyme derivative produced by limited proteolytic cleavage of native enzyme.
Native mitochondrial aspartate aminotransferase (AATase) is cleaved selectively by trypsin at the peptide bonds after Arg 26 or after Lys 31 yielding two shortened enzyme derivatives, AATase 27-410, and AATase 32-410. Recent x-ray crystallographic determination of the spatial structure of AATase has shown that the NH2-terminal segments of the two polypeptide chains of this dimeric enzyme pass in front of the active site clefts and form two separate junctions with the neighboring subunit which are not contiguous with the main subunit interface (Eichele, G., Ford, G. C., Glor, M., Jansonius, J. N., Mavrides, C., and Christen, P. (1979) J. Mol. Biol. 133, 161-180). The peptide bonds cleaved by trypsin are situated in the following stretch of the polypeptide chain which runs in exposed position on the surface of the subunit. The split-off peptide is lost during gel filtration. The molecular activity of AATase 27/32-410 (a mixture of about equal amounts of the two not readily separable derivatives) is about 3% of that of the native enzyme. In contrast, the K'm values for aspartate and 2-oxoglutarate are unchanged, indicating an unaltered geometry of the substrate binding site. A substantially diminished syncatalytic response of the reactivity of Cys 166 toward 5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoate) suggests that the decrease in catalytic activity is due to an interference with the syncatalytic conformational dynamics observed previously in AATase (Gehring, H., and Christen, P. (1978) J. Biol. Chem. 253, 3158-3163). Consonant with a role of the NH2-terminal segment in propagating the syncatalytic conformational rearrangements the rate of the tryptic cleavage is retarded 4-fold in the presence of the transaminating substrate pair aspartate and oxalacetate.